TO DO LIST

DETOX
double your productivity
+ screw overwhelm

LOOK, I'M JUST GONNA
SAY IT OUT LOUD
You can't possibly be good at EVERYTHING!
Like, holy pressure!?
And it’s ok.
I’ve got you, girl.
I had to take a major temporary step back and put in
serious time and soul-searching to work out the kinks in
my productivity.
Now that I have figured it out, all I want to do is share
what I’ve so painstakingly learned with my like-minded
fellow creatives, so that you can reap the benefits too!
Use this TO DO LIST DETOX to help you get more
done with less stress and overwhelm. Leaving YOU to do
what YOU DO BEST…
Getting your amazingly unique brand of creative genius
out to the masses!
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WELCOME
It doesn’t always have to feel
like you are trying to fit your
rare, oddly-unicorn-like
shaped brain into a tiny
square box, in order to make
this thing work.

SURE, IT’S A BIT OF A PUZZLE.
THAT I CANNOT DENY.
But I’ve found the missing pieces!
And they seamlessly connect both sides - the
creative side and the business side. And using
them, I am going to teach you everything you
need to know to fast track yourself to
productivity and profit.
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THE BIG GOAL

1.

The first step in detoxing your to do list is to figure
out what is good for you and what is a to do list toxin.
DO this by creating your yearly or monthly BIG
goals. what is the main objective of this year, usually
there are 2 or 3 things that you want to accomplish or
if you desire map, then 3 or four feelings that you are
trying to call more of into your life. write these down
at the top of your to do list and make them the
cornerstone of your to do list.
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2.

SEPARATE

Step two is to turn your to do list that's longer than
the 8am line up at Starbucks into a couple more
manageable lists.
Here are my most important lists:
1. big goals list
2. project list
3. work list
4. home list
Keep these separate so you have more headspace + get
more done!
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SHORTEN

3.

So, tell me the truth, how much do you hate waiting in
that 8am line up at starbucks? Well guess what, you're
gonna experience the same dred when you look at your
long-ass to do list.
The solution, write down 3 critical tasks that are of the
highest importance, and will have the biggest impact on
your biz.
Yep, you read that right. THREE. trust me.
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4.

DELEGATE

"If you want it done right... do it yourself"
Have you said this before? If you have girl, you need
to check your ego at the door, there are hella sick VAs
out there in the online space these days who's zone of
genius is the exact job you kiiiinda hate, and is draining
your magic.
If it doesn't bring you joy, or bring you closer to your
Big Goals/ mission, then try delegating.
You'll be addicted to delegating in no time
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DEADLINE

5.

Making the list is important... but the key to the oh-sosatisfying feeling of crossing it off you need to set some
deadlines.
Here's how to get your fix:
1. When do you want this badboy completed?
2. Estimate how long this task will take you.
3. Set a timer for 25 minutes and complete 1
"pomodorro" turn off distractions and focus on that one
task for 25 straight mins!
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HELL.YES.
you freakin' did it didn't you

OK goddess, you've completed your
detox! I'm so proud of you. Now
you'll have more time to spend in
your zone of genius, making a bigger
impact and making MORE magic.

LET'S STAY IN TOUCH!
Apply for your free 30 minute
productivity strategizing sesh.
by clicking here!

www.alyssacoleman.com

